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About This Book
This book is a practial and easy manual guide for Ubuntu 17.10 for first-timers and beginner

users  by  UbuntuBuzz.com.  This  book  mainly  contains  the  guide  to  operate  the  desktop,

operate the file manager, and operate the settings, all for daily home purposes, plus how to

install Ubuntu to your computer. This book is first released as ebook at UbuntuBuzz.com as a

collection of its 3 articles. 

For Whom This Book Is?

This  book  is  intended  for  newbies,  those  who  are  first-timers  in  using  Ubuntu,  and  those

switching from MS Windows operating system.

What is this Book License?

This book is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ that

is a free license so you are free to read, copy, share, download and upload, edit, translate, sell,

commercialize, lend, remix, and redistribute this book as long as you give the author proper

credit and don’t change the license.

How This Book is Written?

This book is edited using LibreOffice Writer 5 word processor at Trisquel GNU/Linux 8 running

on Acer Aspire One laptop. The additional programs involved in the editing process are GNU

IceCat web browser, Pluma text editor, and GNU sed.

Lastly, I hope this book is helpful for you. 

Sincerely yours,

Ade Malsasa Akbar

Sunday, December 10th 2017
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Part 1: Desktop

This first part of this book explains practically about how to operate the desktop of Ubuntu

17.10. You will learn about the user interface, how it looks like, and how to do daily tasks such

as running an app and everything around the app window, and finally do some multitasking. 

This is a tutorial for 17.10. If you're looking to reviews, read our series (Ubuntu Part 11 until

Part 72, Kubuntu3, and Artful MATE4).

Release History

Below is a table showing Ubuntu release history in brief. The latest version is on top.

Version Codename Status Release Date

17.10 Artful Aardvark Non-LTS October 2017

17.04 Zesty Zapus Non-LTS April 2017

16.10 Yakkety Yak Non-LTS October 2016

16.04 Xenial Xerus LTS April 2016

15.10 Wily Werewolf Non-LTS October 2015

15.04 Vivid Vervet Non-LTS April 2015

14.10 Utopic Unicorn Non-LTS October 2014

14.04 Trusty Tahr LTS April 2014

1 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/08/ubuntu-1710-preview-how-it-looks-part-1-how-it-looks.html 

2 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/10/ubuntu-1710-artful-aardvark-preview-part-7-beta-2.html 

3 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/09/quick-look-at-kubuntu-artful-pre-release.html 

4 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/08/wonderful-changes-on-ubuntu-mate-1710-alpha-2.html
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Ubuntu Desktop

Ubuntu 17.10 is  known as  "Artful  Aardvark" (similar  to  Android 5 "Lollipop")  released at

Thursday 19 October 2017. Hence the name, 17 and 10,  2017 the year and 10/October the

month. At this release, Ubuntu has a completely new user interface, a new desktop experience

for you. You will learn this new desktop here.

The desktop of Ubuntu 17.10

What's The Name?

The new user interface is called GNOME and its version is 3.26. Yes, for you coming from MS

Windows land, you may feel this strange, but note this: in the world outside of Windows, the OS

and the desktop are two separate things, each has its own name. So your system is Ubuntu and

your desktop is GNOME, just like that.
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How It Works?

The desktop of Ubuntu works closer to Android interface, than MS Windows interface.

• The main rule here is you cannot drag/drop app icons onto desktop wallpaper. Yes, it's

far away too from your experience with Android interface. 

• But, you can drag/drop app icons onto left panel, freely add or remove them as you

wish. 

• Press Super key (same as Windows key) once and type something to find applications.
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Basic Window Play

Ubuntu 17.10 features control buttons back at top-right again. Now you won't confuse with the

positioning of trio buttons minimize-maximize-close anymore.

Task 1: Run An Application

Click on Firefox icon on vertical panel to run Firefox.

If your program is not there, press Super key > type "libreoffice" to find LibreOffice > click the

icon.
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Task 2: Open the Menu

Press '3x3 dots' icon ("Show Applications") to reveal all applications installed.

That shows icons of apps available on Ubuntu like this.

Task 3: Search in Menu

Press Super key > type the keyword you wish such as "settings".
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Task 4: Pin the Icon

Click 3x3 dots icon ("Show Application") > find an application icon > right-clik > Add to

Favorites.

Task 5: Switch Running Applications

The easiest way is by clicking on icons at vertical-panel.

The smarter way is by pressing Alt+Tab to save your time.
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The GNOME way (very similar to Android) is by pressing Super > all running apps showing >

click the app you want.

Task 6: Connect to Internet

Click on system tray (top-left corner of screen) > Network > Select Network > a dialog showing

list of WLAN connections > select a WLAN hotspot > press Connect > enter the password

while asked.
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Task 7: Viewing Battery

If you're using laptop, the battery indicator is at tray as well.

Task 8: Adjusting Brightness

Reducing and adding screen brightness is easy using the brightness slider.
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Task 9: Adjusting Volume

Controlling sound volume is easy too using the volume slider.

Task 10: Multitasking

You can say it multimonitor-ing or multidesktop-ing in virtual, where you only have 1 physical

monitor but you can work like having more than 1 monitor. The secret is because GNOME has

multiple virtual desktops so you can put different apps in different desktops, plus you can switch

between desktops  easily,  similar  to  working  with  many monitors  at  once.  How to  do  that

multitasking?

a) moving a window

Right-click at a window's title bar > move to workspace down > that window moved to next

virtual desktop.
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b) switch workspace

Press Ctrl+Alt+Up to switch to previous virtual desktop and Ctrl+Alt+Down to switch to next

virtual  desktop.  Switching  virtual  desktop  (workspace)  is  the  same  as  switching  between

monitors if you're working with many monitors.

c) seeing all windows

Press Super key and push the cursor to right edge of screen. You see there a vertical panel

showing virtual desktops with their respective apps inside.
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Part 2: File Manager

The second part of this book invites you to run the file manager of Ubuntu 17.10. This file

manager is called "Nautilus" (although, now you see at the desktop it's called simply "Files").

This is the same thing as your Explorer at MS Windows or Finder at your Mac OS X. You will

learn to view your folders and files, access your partitions and USB drives, knowing your root

partition (similar to C: drive at MS Windows), sorting and searching for files, and finally using

the 'Open In Terminal' feature you will love someday.

This is Part 2 of Ubuntu 17.10 tutorial series. Read the Part 15 here. If you're looking to reviews,

read our series (Ubuntu Part 16 until Part 77, Kubuntu8, and Artful MATE9).

Run Nautilus

Clik the "cabinet" icon (tooltip: "Files") on the vertical panel.

5 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/10/newbies-guide-to-ubuntu-1710-part-1.html 

6 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/08/ubuntu-1710-preview-how-it-looks-part-1-how-it-looks.html 

7 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/10/ubuntu-1710-artful-aardvark-preview-part-7-beta-2.html 

8 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/09/quick-look-at-kubuntu-artful-pre-release.html 

9 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/08/wonderful-changes-on-ubuntu-mate-1710-alpha-2.html
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Or,  open  the  Ubuntu  Desktop  Menu  (press  Super  key)  and  type  "nautilus"  then  click  the

"cabinet" ("Files") icon.

Or, if you find any other way failed, open the Terminal and type  nautilus  and press Enter

key.

Note: the old name "Nautilus" is  now replaced with the new name "GNOME Files" (or

simply "Files"). On Ubuntu Desktop, you will find the name is Files and not Nautilus, but the

command line  is  still  nautilus.  Here  I  keep  this  Nautilus  old  naming because  it's  more

consistent and easier to write.

1. Shortcuts & Interface

Surprisingly most keyboard shortcuts of Nautilus are same with Windows Explorer's and many

other file managers.

• Ctrl+C: copy

• Ctrl+V: paste

• Ctrl+F: search

• Ctrl+L: show address bar
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• Backspace: back

• Alt+Up: up one folder

• Ctrl+Shift+N: create new folder

• Ctrl+T: new tab

The appearance of Nautilus is surprising for newcomers (but won't for Mac OS X users) with

very simplistic design. It has no menu bar, it has no tool bar either, and also it has no status bar.

Then what remains? You got only one menu at GNOME desktop's top panel (global menu), you

got few buttons to handle many tasks at black top bar, and you got extra large space for main

area and left sidebar.

Nautilus

The Menu is only one ("Files") and is located at top bar. See this picture.
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Nautilus menu location on Ubuntu Desktop

I won't explain all buttons and features one-by-one because that would be ineffective. I suggest

you to recognize them by trying yourself.

2. Navigating Files & Folders

Basic skills in using a file manager such as selecting & opening, creating folder & deleting files,

searching  &  sorting,  are  discussed  here.  This  including  how  to  access  system  folders  as

administrator.

a) Select and Open

A single left-click to select, double-click to open. You're familiar with these if you come from

MS Windows.
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Selected files/folders are colored in orange

Double-click a folder to open it

b) Select Multiple Files

Drag your pointer on main area > this creates an orange rectangle of selection > hold-drag it

until all files/folders selected.
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Or, you can select one file/folder first, then hold Shift key, and press Arrow keys to choose other

files/folders. See picture below, focus at the keyboard indicator (Shift+Right).

Or,  you  can  select  multiple  files/folders  by  choosing  one-by-one:  hold  Ctrl  key  >  click  a

file/folder, click another files/folders. This way of selecting is best to select only particular files.

See picture below, focus at keyboard indicator (Ctrl+Left_Click).
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c) Go To

Press Ctrl+L to show the address bar > type a path (e.g. /usr/share/doc) > press Enter.

d) Create Folder

Right-click  on  empty  area  >  New  Folder  >  type  a  name  >  press  Enter.  Or,  just  press

Ctrl+Shift+N.
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e) Delete File

• Permanently: select file > press Shift+Del.

• Non-permanently to Trash: select file > right-click > Move to Trash.

• To restore deleted file, go to Trash icon (left panel) > select the file > press Restore

button.

f) USB Disks

Plug any USB drive in > it will appear as ["Disk Name"  "Eject Button"] on left panel. This way

you can access your USB flash drives, SD Cards, or external HDDs. To unplug your drive

safely, press the eject button (reversed black triangle). 
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g) Partitions and Disks

Go to "Other Locations" > now you see at main area all partitions from your internal hard disk.

This way you can access Windows partitions (if any) or your data-storage partitions. To unplug

your partition safely, press the eject button (reversed black triangle).

h) System Folders

To access system folders: go to  / . Here you should see  /bin ,  /boot ,  /etc ,  /home , and other

system folders.
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To access system folders as root (administrator mode): open your Terminal > enter command

line  sudo nautilus  > enter your password > Nautilus window opened > go to  /   > now do what

you need > don't forget to close Nautilus.

3. Searching

Press the magnifier icon on title bar > type your keyword. You can type part of file name/folder

name (e.g. buzz for ubuntubuzz), you can also type the extension name (e.g. pdf .pdf, jpeg

.jpeg)
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4. Sorting

To sort files/folders in Nautilus you just press a "arrange justify" (triple stacked lines) button

and choose one type of sorting. To change the view between

a) Sort By

• Newest first: choose Last Modified.

• Latest first: choose First Modified.

• Alphabetical order: choose A-Z.

• Reverse-alphabetical: choose Z-A.

For daily use, it's good to use Last Modified so you always see the newest files on top.
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b) Thumbnails and List View

Nautilus provides 2 kind of view you can switch by the View button (between magnifier and

triple-lines buttons).

5. Show Hidden Files

Press Sorting button > check Show Hidden Files. Do it again to Hide them. You can do that

quicker by pressing Ctrl+H. The hidden files are files/folders with a period ( . ) in each of their

name.
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6. Open in Terminal

It helps many newbies while Nautilus can open current folder in a Terminal. This means you

don't need to change directory in Terminal. This helps a lot when you want to follow a tutorial

article by yourself.

Right-click at empty space > Open in Terminal > a Terminal window appears. Check the paths

in Nautilus and in Terminal are same (e.g. /usr/share/icons/).
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Part 3: Settings

The third part of this book gives you the practical examples and basic overview about how to

configure your Ubuntu 17.10 system. What you will configure with Ubuntu are just the same

with MS Windows or Mac OS X, they are basically 2 things:  doing settings and installing

programs. You just need the right examples and guides to do both. For both purposes, you will

use the System Settings program and Terminal command lines, respectively. Don't feel hard,

because, command line is universal, faster, and easier once you get the right guides in your

hands.

Know the Tool!

Ubuntu 17.10 is shipped with Settings as your control panel tool. You can setup every setting of

Ubuntu Desktop using this such as changing wallpaper or adding shortcut keys.
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To open System Settings: press Super key (Win key in most keyboards) > type settings > see a

gear+wrench icon appears > click that icon.

First Part – Basic Settings

1. Change the Date & Time

Open the System Settings > Details (bottom end of left-column) > Date & Time > turn off

Automatic Time Zone > click on Time Zone 'XYZ (City, Country)' > a world map shoring >

click on your country or region > OK > now your time changed.

2. Autohide Vertical Panel

The dock (vertical panel on left) is always showing. If you have small screen, you need more

space, so you may want to autohide the dock. To change that setting, go to Settings > Dock >

slide ON at Auto-hide the Dock.
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3. Change Wallpaper

Go to Settings > Background > Wallpapers > click a picture > press Select button.

4. Move Dock to Bottom

Go to System Settings > Dock > set Bottom at Position on Screen.
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6. Change Keyboard Shortcuts

Go to System Settings > Keyboard > scroll to bottom end > press plus button > a dialog with 3

inputs appears > input 1: type a name > input 2: type the command line > input 3: click Set

Shortcut and press a combination of keys > press Add button.
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For example, this is a set of 3 inputs for taking screenshot:

7. Activate Touchpad

Go to System Settings > scroll  to bottom > Devices > Mouse & Touchpad > see Touchpad

section > turn on Touchpad and Tap to Click options > turn off Natural Scrolling.
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8. Change Monitor Resolution

Go to System Settings > scroll to bottom > Devices > Displays > click at Resolution [AAAA x

BBB (X:Y)] > select a resolution such as 1024x768 from selections > press Apply.

9. See Running Programs

Run System Monitor from desktop menu > see "Processes" tab. Here a table showing running

applications/programs with its memory and CPU usage values.
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10. See CPU/RAM Usage

Still  at  System Monitor > go to Resources tab. Here you see realtime graphs for CPU and

memory. It shows you all your CPU cores and also swap. It shows network graph too with

download/upload speed info.

Second Part – Installing Programs

For complete tutorials: read our Package Management articles10 or the Ebook11.

To install  applications, the universal way is using the command lines on Terminal.  To open

Terminal: press Super key > desktop menu showing > type terminal > a black-box "Terminal"

icon appearing > click that icon.

10 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2016/05/ubuntu-package-management-part-1-dpkg.html 

11 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/01/ebook-beginners-guide-to-ubuntu-package-management.html 
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1. Reload

Type this command > type your login password (no "dots" will showing) > press Enter.

$ sudo apt-get update 

2. Change Repository Mirror Source

• Open desktop menu > find Software & Updates > run it.

• From the Software & Updates dialog: Download from: select Other.

• From the server selection dialog: select  a country > select a mirror > press Choose

Server.

• Back to Software & Updates dialog: now, your server address changed> press Close.

• A dialog asking for Reload. Press Reload.

• A dialog showing the Reload progress which is downloading new addresses for the

server you selected. 

• When this dialog is finished, you can install any software from the server source you

selected.
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3. Search

Run this command line:

Formula:

$ apt-cache search [your_keyword]

Example:

$ apt-cache search games

Sample Output:
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Left column = package_name; right column = description

4. Install

Run this command line:

Formula:

$ sudo apt-get install [package_name]

Example:

$ sudo apt-get install bzflag

Sample output:

Installing bzflag from package_name found previously
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5. Remove

Run this command line:

Formula:

$ sudo apt-get remove [package_name]

Example:

$ sudo apt-get remove bzflag

Sample output:

Uninstalling bzflag installed previously

Special Part

Special: Install GNOME Tweaks

Run command line below. With Tweaks, you can configure GNOME Shell desktop more like

installing themes.

$ sudo apt-get install gnome-tweak-tool
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GNOME Tweaks in action

Special: Install GNOME Shell Extensions

I've written tutorial for it here. Extensions extend your GNOME Shell desktop functionalities

just  like  add-ons  extend  your  Firefox,  for  example,  adding  timer/alarm  or  placing

upload/download indicator at top panel. In short, how to do it:

• Install the package:  sudo apt-get install chrome-gnome-shell

• Install the Firefox add-on: download .xpi12

• Go to GSE website13

• Install any GSE you like (I recommend NetSpeed14 for first timers)

12 https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/downloads/latest/gnome-shell-integration/platform:2/addon-

751081-latest.xpi?src=dp-btn-primary

13 https://extensions.gnome.org/ 

14 https://extensions.gnome.org/extension/104/netspeed/ 
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NetSpeed in action
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Part 4: How To Install
This fourth part –the last part– of this book explains you steps to install Ubuntu 17.10 into your

computer. You can practice this to install in single-boot or dual-boot mode. This means you can

have a computer with 2 operating systems (dual), i.e. both MS Windows and Ubuntu, and you

can choose what system to use every time you boot the computer. You will prepare 2 blank

partitions first, then making a bootable USB drive, then installing Ubuntu in 10 steps. Make

sure you did a proper data backup before and never lost focus when installing. 

This is an OS installation howto. For another article about Ubuntu 17.1015, read Complete 

Download Links16 or Newbie's Guide17.

Requirements

• Two blank partitions, one >20GB and one ±1GB.

• At least Intel Celeron processor and 2GB of RAM.

• A USB flash disk >= 4GB as installation media, or, a DVD instead.

Preparations

IMPORTANT:  INSTALLING  A COMPUTER  OPERATING  SYSTEM  IS  NOT  A

NEWBIE JOB. IF YOU'RE A BEGINNER, ASK AN EXPERT USER NEAR YOU TO

GUIDE YOU DIRECTLY, IN FRONT OF YOUR COMPUTER. MAKE BACKUP OF

ALL YOUR SENSITIVE DATA BEFORE INSTALLING.

• Create a first partition of 20GB or more.

• Create a second partition of 1GB or more. Read more about swap here18.

15 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/search/label/ubuntu%2017.10 

16 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/10/finally-ubuntu-1710-all-flavors-download-links.html 

17 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2017/10/newbies-guide-to-ubuntu-1710-part-1.html 

18 https://askubuntu.com/questions/398258/do-i-need-a-swap-partition 
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• You will install your bootloader to your hard disk.

• Write your ISO image of Ubuntu into USB flash disk with ISO writer program. Use 

Unetbootin19 program in GNU/Linux or Windows. Unetbootin won't delete files in your 

flash disk.

• Example: I created first partition /dev/sda6 40GB and second partition /dev/sda3 

2.5GB so I will install bootloader to /dev/sda (notice sda is the parent of sda6 and sda7).

Booting

• Plug the USB drive into your computer. 

• Reboot it and enter your BIOS. 

• Set the first boot media to USB.

• Save and reboot.

• Now you should see Ubuntu screen in purple color and finally enter the desktop with 

orange color.

• Choose "Try Ubuntu" instead of Install Ubuntu.

• Double-click the icon "Install Ubuntu" on desktop area.

19 http://www.ubuntubuzz.com/2016/09/how-to-create-gnulinux-bootable-usb-drive.html 
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Step 1

Select your language. This will be the language of all desktop and applications.

Step 2

Select no connection. This way installation will finish faster.
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Step 3

Select no update. Again, this way installation will finish faster.
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Step 4

Select "Something Else". This way you have full control in manual partitioning. Don't choose 

the automatic choices like 'install alongside' or 'erase disk' (unless you fully understand what are

you doing).

Step 5

Create main partition: select the first blank partition (the bigger one) > press Change > make it 

Ext4 filesystem > check Format > make Mount point as / > OK. See picture below.
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Step 6

Create swap partition: select the second blank partition (the smaller one) > press Change > make

it Ext4 filesystem > check Format > make Mount point as / > OK. See picture below.
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Step 7

Select bootloader location: the correct location is /dev/sda if your main partition is /dev/sda6, or 

is /dev/sdb is your main partition is /dev/sdb6. The correct place is your hard disk drive which 

containing the partitions. Here, for example, /dev/sda is hard disk and /dev/sda6 is partition 

inside it.

Step 8

Start the installation by pressing Install.
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Step 9

Now the installation progress will be going. Then, enter your user info in 3 steps:

1) Choose your time zone

2) Choose your keyboard layout

3) Create your own username and password
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Step 10

Now you just need to wait the installation progress to finish.
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Finish

Once finished, Ubuntu will show you Installation Finished info. Now you can restart and enjoy 

Ubuntu!

Entering Desktop

Once rebooted and logged in, you should see the nice desktop of Ubuntu 17.10. Happy 

working!
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